With summer on the horizon, are you looking for
fun activities to keep your child busy and engaged?
Our camps pick up where the classroom leaves off.
Whether your child is interested in learning about
robotics, coding or engineering, our Sylvan STEM
camps are designed to be fun and interactive. Kids
just love them!

Your child will learn computer programming through
engaging, hands-on projects like animating stories and
creating video games.
Game Design Camp (grades 1-5)
Get familiar with programming by designing and building
2D video games from start to finish, including animated players,
music and sound effects
Game Design Camp (grades 6-8)
Build a strong foundation of programming skills by building a
different type of video game each day—complete with game logic
and physics

Working with a buddy, your child will enjoy fun,
hands-on projects building & animating LEGO® robots.

Build-a-Bot

(grades K-4)
Get introduced to the amazing
world of robotics by building
and programming robots and
engaging in friendly
competitions
(grades 4-6)
Create and program complex
robots with friends while
learning problem solving skills
and engineering concepts

Creative Coding (grades 3-8)
Unleash your creativity and programming skills with coding projects
in art, music and math, such as comic design, animation and game
design

Bot Lab

(grades K-4)
Stretch your imagination and skills
by creating new robots based on
fun themes, such as Superhero
School and Dino World
(grades 4-6)
Experiment with advanced STEM
concepts, create and bring to life
sophisticated robots based on
themes such as Safari Adventures
and Movie Stunt Sets

Watch imaginations soar as kids build amazing projects
using engineering and architectural concepts that inspire
their creative thinking, challenge critical thinking and
build valuable STEM skills.
Machine Makers 101

(grades K-3)
Discover the amazing world of
engineering by using your
imagination to build fun, theme
based creations and learn cool
new skills
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Machine Makers 102

(grades K-6)
Get fun, hands-on experience with
engineering by exploring simple
machines while building and
designing your own cars, ships
and all things that move

